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ABSTRACT: The self-assembly of multiple molecular
components into complex supramolecular architectures is
ubiquitous in nature and constitutes one of the most powerful
strategies to fabricate multifunctional nanomaterials making
use of the bottom-up approach. When spatial confinement in
two dimensions on a solid substrate is employed, this approach
can be exploited to generate periodically ordered structures
from suitably designed molecular tectons. In this study we demonstrate that physisorbed directional periodic arrays of
monometallic or heterobimetallic coordination polymers can be generated on a highly oriented pyrolitic graphite surface by
combinations of a suitably designed directional organic tecton or metallatecton based on a porphyrin or nickel(II)
metalloporphyrin backbone bearing both a pyridyl unit and a terpyridyl unit acting as coordinating sites for CoCl2. The periodic
architectures were visualized at the solid/liquid interface with a submolecular resolution by scanning tunneling microscopy and
corroborated by combined density functional and time-dependent density functional theory calculations. The capacity to
nanopattern the surface for the first time with two distinct metallic centers exhibiting different electronic and optical properties is
a key step toward the bottom-up construction of robust multicomponent and, thus, multifunctional molecular nanostructures and
nanodevices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Molecular tectonics is a field of research exploiting the
principles of supramolecular chemistry to generate extended
1D, 2D, or 3D periodic architectures called molecular
networks.1 This approach relies on combinations of comple-
mentary building blocks or tectons bearing within their
structures complementary specific interaction sites leading to
the formation of recognition patterns. Upon repetition of the
assembly processes, the recognition patterns become structural
nodes of the network. Among many possible intermolecular
interactions, coordination bonding, taking place between
organic coordinating tectons and metal centers or complexes,
leads to coordination polymers or networks.2 The latter in the
crystalline phase has been the subject of intense studies because
of the unique properties of the tailored architecture, offering
potential for numerous technological applications. Although
since the groundbreaking contribution by R. Robson et al. in
19913 many examples of coordination networks or metal−
organic frameworks (MOFs) have been reported,4 the design of
heterometallic extended architectures,5 and of directional
assemblies,6 still represents a great challenge.

The development of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
enabling the subnanometer-resolved visualization of molecules
at surfaces triggered the emergence of 2D crystal engineering at
surfaces and interfaces.7 The latter field is instrumental to
nanoscience and nanotechnology since controlling surface
patterning with subnanometer precision and both short- and
long-range order is of prime importance for fundamental
studies, e.g., exploring collective properties at the nanoscale, as
well as for more technologically relevant applications such as
fabrication of multifunctional nanodevices such as switchable
transistors.8 For example, monomolecular transistors based on
terpyridyl−cobalt−terpyridyl complexes,9 as well as dynamic
chemical devices undergoing reversible extension/contraction
through a pH-triggered complexation of Pb ions,10 have been
reported.
STM has been proven to be a powerful tool not only to

explore molecules at surfaces and interfaces with a subnan-
ometer resolution,11 but also to unravel numerous physico-
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chemical properties,12 including the electronic density states of
the molecules on the surfaces.13 Furthermore, over the past
decade, STM appeared as the tool of choice to explore at the
nanometric scale intermolecular interactions in 1D/2D supra-
molecular architectures created by means of the bottom-up
approach. STM has also been used to study 2D coordination
networks based on combinations of metal centers with organic
ligands bearing carboxylate,14 carbonitrile,15 pyridine,16 and
cyano17 groups. However, the self-assembled structures at the
solid/liquid interfaces reported so far are homometallic in
nature, and to the best of our knowledge, no examples of a 1D
heterometallic coordinated network have been reported to date.
Porphyrin derivatives exhibit peculiar optoelectronic proper-

ties rendering them key components for various applications
including solar cells13b,18 and photocatalysis.19 Furthermore,
the porphyrin scaffold is a candidate of choice for the design of
organic coordinating tectons owing to their unique electronic
structure, the propensity of their tetraaza core to bind metal
centers, and their functionalization possibilities at both meso
and β-pyrrolic positions. While numerous examples of 1D
homometallic coordination arrays have been reported,20 to the
best of our knowledge, there are no examples describing
heterometallic assemblies.21

In this study we extend the molecular tectonics approach to
surface patterning by forming 1D directional homo- or
heterometallic 1D coordination networks on a highly ordered
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface at the solid/liquid interface.
The self-assembly of the porphyrin T and its Ni complex T−Ni,
as the tecton and metallatecton, respectively (Scheme 1), with
CoCl2 as the connecting metallic center was investigated; in
particular, the formation of designed monometallic Co(II) and
heterobimetallic Co(II)−Ni(II) 1D networks was monitored in
situ by STM. Experimental STM results have been corrobo-
rated theoretically by denisty functional theory (DFT),

providing insight into the electronic properties of tectons T
and T−Ni.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Design and Synthesis of T and T−Ni Tectons. On
the basis of our previous studies on the formation of porphyrin-
based coordination networks in the crystalline phase,5i,22 tecton
T and metallatecton T−Ni were designed (Scheme 1).
Compound T is an acentric tecton bearing two different
coordinating poles, a pyridyl unit and a 2,2′:6′,2″-terpyridyl
unit, located at opposite trans meso positions on the porphyrin
backbone, thereby acting as monodentate and tridentate
coordinating moieties. Both poles are connected to the
porphyrin through a conformationally rigid ethynyl spacer.
The latter was chosen to guarantee the coplanarity of the
coordinating poles and the porphyrin main plane and thus to
increase the interactions with the HOPG surface. The
remaining other two trans meso positions were decorated with
two pentyl side chains to promote the solubility of the tecton T
in organic solvents and to further enhance its affinity for the
surface.
Overall, compound T may be considered as a tecton offering

three coordinating sites composed of the central tetraaza core,
the monodentate pyridyl, and the tridentate terpyridyl
peripheral moieties. Owing to the high affinity of the central
part of the tecton for the Ni(II) cation, the metalated porphyrin
T−Ni was specifically generated. The latter, bearing two
peripheral coordinating poles, may be used as a metallatecton
for the formation of heterobimetallic architectures.
Although meso-substituted porphyrin derivatives bearing one

or two terpyridyl or ethynylterpyridyl groups have been
described,23 the synthesis of unsymmetrically meso-substituted
porphyrin derivatives bearing an ethynylterpyridyl unit and a
pyridyl units has never been reported.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Tectons T and T−Nia

aReagents: (a) NBS, (b) AsPh3, Pd2(dba)3, 4-ethynylpyridine, (c) AsPh3, Pd2(dba)3, 4-ethynylterpyridine, (d) Ni(OAc)2·4H2O, (e) PdCl2(PPh3)2,
CuI, 4-ethynylpyridine, (f) PdCl2(PPh3)2, CuI, 4-ethynylterpyridine.
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Tecton T was obtained by a multistep procedure starting
from the 5,15-dipentylporphyrin 1 (Scheme 1).24 The
quantitative bromination of the remaining unsubstituted meso
positions in the intermediate 1 using 2.1 equiv of N-
bromosuccinimide (NBS) in CHCl3 yielded the porphyrin
2.25 The introduction of the ethynylpyridine affording
compound 3 in 36% yield was achieved using a copper-free
Sonogashira coupling reaction.26 In the last step, ethynylterpyr-
idine was reacted with compound 3 in the presence of
Pd2(dba)3 and AsPh3, yielding the desired tecton T in 52%
yield (see the Supporting Information for details).
The metallatecton T−Ni was obtained using a route similar

to the one used for the synthesis of T. Owing to the presence of
pyridyl or terpyridyl moieties, to avoid any interference
between the tetraaza moiety and the two peripheral
coordinating units, a Ni(II) cation was introduced within the
central core of the porphyrin using the free porphyrin 2. The
2−Ni intermediate was obtained quantitatively upon metalation
of 2 by Ni(OAc)2 in DMF. The Sonogashira coupling between
2−Ni and ethynylpyridine afforded 4−Ni in 33% yield. Due to
the presence of the Ni(II) within the center of the porphyrin,
the Sonogashira coupling reaction was achieved using classical
conditions in the presence of PdCl2(PPh3)2 and CuI.27 Finally,
the desired metallatecton T−Ni was prepared in 40% yield
under similar conditions upon coupling 4−Ni and ethynylter-
pyridine.
2.2. DFT Calculations. to gain insight into the electronic

properties of tectons T and T−Ni, DFT calculations were
carried out at their electronic ground state. In particular, we
employed the exchange-correlation hybrid functional B3LYP at
the 6-31g(d,p) and LANL2DZ level of theory in the gas phase
since it is known to be adequate for computational
investigations of porphyrin-based systems.28 Furthermore, to
better simulate the conformation adopted by the two
investigated tectons once physisorbed onto the HOPG surface,
geometrical constraints were imposed on the dihedral angle (ϕ
= 0°) of the two lateral pyridyl moieties of the terpyridyl
fragment for all the compounds to keep the terpyridyl moiety
of the molecules flat.
First, compound T has been optimized at the B3LYP/6-31g

level of theory imposing the Cs point group symmetry, where
the σ-symmetry plane contains the molecule. Vibrational
frequency analysis on the stationary point revealed the presence
of two imaginary frequencies of 15i and 11i corresponding to
the rotation of the alkyl chains present on two meso positions.
Distortion of the molecule along such imaginary modes and
further optimization gave a molecular geometry with a C1
symmetry in which the two pentyl chains point out of the
molecular plane defined by the terpyridyl−porphyrin−pyridyl
fragment toward the two opposite directions. Such a C1
geometry is 15.6 kcal mol−1 more stable than the Cs geometry,
and was found to be a true minimum since no imaginary mode
was computed. Nonetheless, starting from the Cs- and C1-
optimized geometries at the 6-31g level and employing either
the 6-31g(d) or the 6-31g(d,p) basis set, the optimization gave
very similar geometries with respect to the nonpolarized basis
set, where the C1 geometry was found to be 15.7 and 15.5 kcal
mol−1, respectively, more stable than the Cs geometry. The Cs
and C1 structures computed at the 6-31g(d,p) level are
displayed in Figure S5 (Supporting Information).
In a similar manner, three stationary points have been found

for T−Ni optimized at the B3LYP/6-31g level, one with C1
symmetry and two with Cs symmetry. As for the latter cases, the

Cs configuration in which the symmetry plane contains the
molecule was found to be a saddle point with imaginary
frequencies of 20i, 19i, and 14i corresponding to the ruffling of
the porphyrin core. Such a Cs configuration, called Cs(a) in
Figure S6 of the Supporting Information, was found to lie 17.4
kcal mol−1 (whereas 17.1 and 16.9 kcal mol−1 for 6-31g(d) or
6-31g(d,p), respectively) higher in energy than the other two
conformations. On the other hand, the Cs geometry in which
the symmetry plane bisects the molecule along the terpyridyl−
porphyrine−pyridyl axis, namely, Cs(b) was found to be a true
minimum, being energetically and geometrically very close (i.e.,
only 0.01 kcal mol−1 higher) to the C1 geometry (Figure S6).

29

Such a ruffled geometry adopted by the porphyrin core in
tecton T−Ni is in agreement with already reported data for
nickel(II) porphyrin meso-substituted with alkyl groups.30

We can anticipate that on the basis of the STM images
hereafter discussed (vide infra), we believe that the geometry of
the molecules T and T−Ni on the HOPG surface could not
correspond to the C1 and Cs energy minima found in the gas
phase and discussed above, in particular as far as the alkyl
chains and planarity of the molecule are concerned. This is
indeed due to the fact that different interactions between the
molecule and surface as well as the molecule and solvent, such
as π−π and van der Waals, play important roles in inducing a
flattening of the molecule and of the side alkyl chains to
maximize the interaction energy.31 Because of these reasons,
and to reduce the conformational space as well, we carried out
geometrical optimization on the molecules T and T−Ni where
pentyl pendant chains have been replaced by shorter methyl
groups, namely, TMe and TMe−Ni, since they are expected to
play a similar role in the electronic and optical properties of the
molecules under investigation.
Geometrical optimization of TMe at the B3LYP/6-31g(d,p)

level yielded a symmetric (Cs) minimum where the σ-symmetry
plane contains the molecule (see the Supporting Information
for further details). Such a conformation exhibits Cα,pyrrole−
Cmeso−C′α,pyrrole angles of 124.4° and 126.2°, where Cα,pyrrole is
the carbon atom of the pyrrolic moiety directly bound to the
meso carbon (Cmeso). On the other hand, optimized TMe−Ni
displays a Cs geometry in which the symmetry plane bisects the
molecule along the terpyridyl−porphyrine−pyridyl (Cmeso,tpy−
Ni−C′meso,tpy) axis. The Cs-symmetric TMe−Ni adopts a slightly
raffled conformation with Cα,pyrrole−Cmeso−C′α,pyrrole angles of
121.1° and 121.8°, and a Cmeso,Me−Ni−C′meso,Me angle of 161.5°,
where Cmeso,Me and C′meso,Me are the two opposite meso carbon
atoms bound to the methyl groups. The DFT-optimized
geometries of T−Ni and TMe−Ni are in agreement with already
reported structures, and they are shown in Figure 1a.30 A more
detailed discussion about geometry optimization and selection
criteria is given in section 2.1 of the Supporting Information.
Overall, the frontier orbital analysis of the computed

porphyrins TMe and TMe−Ni can be described as an almost
unmodified picture of the Gouterman “four-orbital” model
based on the D4h symmetric porphyrin and metalloporphyrin
entities,32 with proper modifications taking into account the
lower symmetry of the here investigated asymmetrically meso-
substituted porphyrins and the extended conjugation over the
triple bond of the ethynyl moiety.28b Further details including
frontier molecular orbital (FMO) description, isodensity
surface plots, and FMO energy level can be found in section
2.2 of the Supporting Information.
Starting from the optimized geometries of TMe and TMe−Ni,

we performed a computational investigation of the electronic
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properties on the open-shell cobalt(II)-containing derivatives
with a formal d7 electronic configuration on the Co metal
center, namely, [TMe(CoCl2)] and [TMe−Ni(CoCl2)], at their
electronic ground-state geometry at the DFT level of theory.
For these compounds, we needed to adopt a simplified version
of the ideal infinite array because of computational accessibility.
The modeled structures are displayed in Figure 1b, and the
corresponding energies are listed in Table S2 in the Supporting
Information. For the computed [TMe(CoCl2)] and [TMe−
Ni(CoCl2)] derivatives, the unrestricted formalism of the
B3LYP functional (UB3LYP) was employed at the same level
of theory used for the TMe and TMe−Ni derivatives. As far as
the cobalt(II) core moiety is concerned, we found that the
quartet electronic configuration resulted in the lowest energy
minimum,33 in which the tridentate terpyridyl moiety
coordinated to the d7 Co(II) atom adopts a clearly distorted
conformation as a consequence of the Jahn−Teller effect, with
Co−Ntpy bond lengths of 2.256 and 2.186 Å, where Ntpy is the
coordinating nitrogen of the two side pyridines of the tpy
ligand, and a Cl−Co−Cl bond angle of 175.9°.
Analysis of the electronic structure of compounds

[TMe(CoCl2)] and [TMe−Ni(CoCl2)] appears more intricate
at first glance also as a consequence of the overall open-shell
nature of the systems. Nevertheless, it is possible to observe
that the π and π* FMO spin−orbitals corresponding to the
porphyrin moieties are paired in their α and β spins in both
nature and energy; thus, for the sake of clarity, we will hereafter
refer to the α spin−orbital component only. As far as
[TMe(CoCl2)] is concerned, the overall FMO diagram agrees
well with the Gouterman four-orbital model for the monomeric
porphyrin counterpart, taking into account the dimeric nature
of the system,28b,c and the imposed asymmetry coming from
the model fragment used for studying the 1D array. Overall, the
computed electronic structure corresponds to noninteracting
porphyrin system in which the absence of electronic
communication at the electronic ground state between
neighbor porphyrin rings is ascribed to the interruption of
the conjugation due to the presence of the 4[CoCl2(terpy)-
(py)] moiety in between. Nonetheless, a singly occupied FMO
with d(Co)p(Cl) character, namely, the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) − 2 (α), is found to lie at −5.240
eV, namely, an energetic level that is between those of the two
sets of π FMOs within the four-orbital description.

As discussed above, the binding of the Ni(II) cation by the
central core of the porphyrin in [TMe−Ni(CoCl2)] is expected
to sizably influence the geometrical and electronic properties of
the molecular system with respect to the metal-free counterpart
[TMe(CoCl2)]. In particular, the nickel(II) porphyrin core
adopts a ruffled geometry, which is expected to slightly flatten
with respect to that computed in the gas phase, as a result of
the interaction with the solid HOPG surface, although a full
planarization of the geometry might be ruled out. As far as the
orbital analysis is concerned, a stabilization of the filled α spin
FMOs is observed in the MO energy diagram of [TMe−
Ni(CoCl2)], the larger energy difference being for the highest
singly occupied molecular orbital (HSOMO) (see Table S2 and
Figures S11 and S12 in the Supporting Information). Similarly
to [TMe(CoCl2)]n, also for derivative [TMe−Ni(CoCl2)] the
four-orbital model can still be observed where the highest singly
occupied FMO located on the 4[CoCl2(terpy)(py)] moiety
with d(Co)p(Cl) character corresponds now to the HOMO −
1 (α). Finally, it is worth noticing that the HSOMO to HOMO
− 6 levels lie in a narrow overall energetic window of 0.65 eV.

2.3. Photophysical and TD-DFT Characterization.
Figure 2 displays the UV−vis absorption spectra of T and

T−Ni recorded in CHCl3. For both tectons T and T−Ni, their
electronic optical properties were also jointly investigated by
time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) at the same level of theory
used for the ground-state optimization and electronic property
analysis (see the above text and the Experimental Section for
more details).
Both compounds T and T−Ni exhibit the characteristic

porphyrin absorption spectra consisting of the following: (i) A
strong Soret band in the higher energy region (λmax = 445 nm)
which can be ascribed to the convolution of four strongly
allowed excitation processes calculated at 388 nm ( f = 0.54),
405 nm ( f = 0.38), and 413 nm ( f = 1.0) corresponding to the
HOMO − 4 → LUMO (lowest occupied molecular orbital)
and an admixture of HOMO → LUMO + 2 and HOMO/
HOMO − 1 → LUMO + 2/LUMO + 1/LUMO one-electron
excitation processes, respectively, for compound TMe. On the
other hand, a strong excitation process is calculated at 422 nm
( f = 0.76) attributed to the HOMO/HOMO − 1 → LUMO +
1/LUMO electronic transition. (ii) A weaker Q-band in the
lower energy region between 500 and 750 nm. This band is
computed at 646 and 601 nm for TMe and TMe−Ni,

Figure 1. Top and side views of the (a) DFT-optimized ground-state
geometry minima with Cs symmetry found for compounds TMe and
TMe−Ni in the gas phase and (b) DFT-modeled 1D array structures of
[TMe(CoCl2)] and [TMe−Ni(CoCl2)].

Figure 2. Room-temperature absorption spectra of T (black) and T−
Ni (red) in CHCl3 solution at a concentration of 0.1 mM (solid
traces) and comparison with the computed vertical excitation by
means of TD-DFT (vertical bars). Inset: magnified view of the Q-band
region.
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respectively, with a much weaker oscillator strength ( f = 0.44
and 0.59, respectively) and corresponds for both compounds to
the HOMO → LUMO transition, as typical of porphyrin
derivatives.28a,b Such a hypsochromic shift of 1160 cm−1

observed in the computed transitions going form TMe to
TMe−Ni is in good agreement with the experimental finding
(1098 cm−1). Interestingly, both T and T−Ni show a very
slight broadening and red-shifted Q-bands, while the Soret
band is considerably less intense than that of a standard meso-
tetraphenylporphyrin.34 These spectral perturbations can be
due to the extended conjugation of these molecules. Moreover,
other bands are seen below 400 nm, which can be attributed to
π−π* transitions localized on the terpyridine ligands (280
nm).8b

To gain a deeper understanding of the formation of both
complexes, we performed spectrophotometric titration of T and
T−Ni by CoCl2 (Figure 3). Upon titration using a 1 μL
increment of CoCl2 solution, T and T−Ni show a markedly
reduced, broadened, and slightly red-shifted Soret peak, a
reduced height of the Q-band, and new bands, very broad and
red-shifted at around 615 and 715 nm for T and 660 nm for
T−Ni.
This effect observed for both ligands T and T−Ni indicates

that the spectral changes result from the binding of CoCl2 by
the peripheral terpyridyl/pyridyl units and not by the inner
core of the porphyrin. Because of the presence of ethynyl
bridges in T and T−Ni, the conjugation of the molecules can
only be interrupted by the complexation of Co(II) ions.
Dramatic spectral changes observed upon addition of CoCl2
correspond to charge transfer interactions with para-substi-
tuents,19b and represent a characteristic feature of hyper-
porphyrin spectra. Noteworthy, the absence of an isosbestic
point can be ascribed to the formation of insoluble particles,
which appear in the solution after complexation, and can be
attributed to the [T(CoCl2)]x and/or [T−Ni(CoCl2)]x
polymeric species.
2.4. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy. Tecton T and

metallatecton T−Ni are both acentric units offering two
peripheral coordinating poles based on a monodentate pyridyl
site and a tridentate terpyridyl moiety. Their interconnection
leading to extended periodic 1D architectures may be achieved
using a 4-connecting metallic node with square planar
geometry. We have exploited CoCl2, i.e., a neutral entity that
forms octahedral complexes for which the two chloride anions
occupy the apical positions. Such a Co(II) center may be used
as a 4-connecting unit to bridge consecutive tectons T or T−

Ni. Owing to the acentric nature of the tecton T and
metallatecton T−Ni, their interconnection by a 4-connecting
metallic node such as CoCl2 must lead to an inherently
directional 1D homometallic or heterobimetallic coordination
network, respectively (Figure 4).

The generation of 1D coordination networks was achieved at
the solid/liquid interface on an HOPG surface. The self-
assembly process was monitored by STM. The organization of
the free tecton T was first studied by casting a 4 μL drop of a
0.1 mM solution of T in 1-phenyloctane onto the HOPG
surface. Figure 5a displays the STM image of the monolayer
formed, indicating the formation of a 2D ordered structure.

Figure 3. Spectrophotometric titration of 0.1 mM (a) T and (b) T−Ni using for each titration step 1 μL of CoCl2 solution (c = 8.2 mM) upon
addition of 1 μL aliquots in DMF.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the homometallic and
heterobimetallic Ni(II) (yellow spheres) and 1D directional Co(II)
(green spheres) coordination networks resulting from the bridging of
consecutive tectons T or metallatectons T−Ni by CoCl2 behaving as a
4-connecting node and the syn (a, c) and anti (b, d) parallel packing of
consecutive networks.
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On a smaller scale, the pattern reveals a lamellar motif
extended in 2D (Figure 5b). For all crystalline 2D patterns the
unit cell parameters, i.e., the length of the vectors a and b, the
angle between the vectors (α), the unit cell area (A), the
number of molecules in the unit cell (Nmol), and the area
occupied by a single molecule in the unit cell (Amol, with Amol =
A/Nmol) are reported in Table 1.
It is important to notice that when the HOPG substrate is

negatively biased, the electrons will flow from the sample to the
Pt/Ir tip, assisted by the orbital aligned between the electrodes,
which in this particular case is expected to arise from the

tunneling of the highest occupied molecular orbitals of tecton T
on the basis of the applied Vt. As can be seen in Figure 5b,
within a 2D ordered pattern, each lamella is a linear array of
circular features with empty cavities, which can be assigned to
the porphyrin core of T. As discussed in the previous section,
HOMOs of tectons T are delocalized on the porphyrin ring and
the ethynyl moieties, with a relatively small contribution of the
pyridyl rings linked to the porphyrin, and both possess a″
symmetry; therefore, the specific positions of both pyridyl and
terpyridyl units cannot be unambiguously singled out from the
STM image (see Figure S14 in the Supporting Information).
Nevertheless, the analysis of the unit cell parameters, and in
particular its area A, along with the contrast in the images
suggests that the molecules exhibit an anti-parallel orientation
both within each lamella and also in adjacent lamellae, in a
packing motif characterized by a minimization of the area
occupied by the single molecule T; i.e., the molecular density
on the HOPG is maximized. Such a self-assembled motif can be
expected to be thermodynamically favored since it can be
stabilized by the minimization of dipolar interactions.35 The
proposed molecular packing model is shown in Figure 5c.
The self-assembly behavior of the metallatecton T−Ni was

also investigated by STM. It revealed the formation of a 2D
crystalline structure (Figure 5d) comprising a dimerlike
lamellar motif (Figure 5e). The unit cell parameters extracted
from the T−Ni ordered pattern (Table 1) are markedly
different from those obtained for T. Noteworthy, the small
ionic radius of 0.69 Å for Ni(II) present in the core of the T−
Ni porphyrin tends to pull the pyrrole nitrogen atoms inward
and contract the core,36 resulting in small deformations of the
porphyrin core with respect to the fully planar conformation of
T (see the discussion in section 2.2). Therefore, the porphyrin
core of T−Ni appears as bright protrusions (as observed in
Figure 5e), rather than hollow structures as in the case of T.
Similar observations have been reported for STM character-
ization of metal-free vs iron porphyrins under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV).37 Moreover, the presence of nickel in the porphyrin
core leads to a different T−Ni self-assembly pattern when
compared to the one observed for the free T. The T−Ni
ribbons, composed of two rows of tectons, display a smaller
intraspacing than the distance between the ribbons (see Figure
S16 from ex situ in the Supporting Information), which can
suggest the formation of crystalline monolayers in which the
tectons belonging to the same ribbon exhibit the same
orientation whereas they display an opposite orientation in
adjacent ribbons, as shown in the proposed packing motif in
Figures 5f and S14 in the Supporting Information. The
difference in the STM imaging contrast between adjacent T−Ni
metallatectons is the result of the Moire ̀ effect, i.e., the
electronic mismatch/interference of the supramolecular lattice
and the underlying HOPG surface.
The investigation was extended to the in situ and ex situ

formation of 1D directional coordination networks using CoCl2
as a 4-connecting node and their packing on the HOPG

Figure 5. STM images of the T networks formed at the 1-
phenyloctane solution/HOPG interface: (a) survey height STM
image; (b) current STM image, zoom-in; (c) representative model
of the T 2D pattern. STM images of T−Ni networks: (d) survey
height STM image; (e) height STM image, zoom-in; (f) representative
model of the T−Ni 2D pattern. Tunneling parameters: (a) It (average
tunneling current) = 25 pA, Vt (tip bias) = −750 mV; (b) It = 25 pA,
Vt = −800 mV; (d) It = 25 pA, Vt = −700 mV; (e) It = 25 pA, Vt =
−650 mV.

Table 1. Unit Cell Parameters of the Structures T, T−Ni, [T(CoCl2)]n, and [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n

structure a (nm) b (nm) α (deg) A (nm2) Nmol Amol (nm
2)

T 3.6 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1 75 ± 2 3.9 ± 0.2 1 3.9 ± 0.2
T−Ni 3.9 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 90 ± 2 7.8 ± 0.4 2 3.9 ± 0.2
[T(CoCl2)]n 2.9 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.1 90 ± 2 7.7 ± 0.3 2 3.9 ± 0.2
[T−Ni(CoCl2)]n 4.9 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 68 ± 2 11.3 ± 0.5 3 3.8 ± 0.3
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surface. As a first attempt, in situ experiments have been carried
out by the addition of 1 equiv of CoCl2·2H2O on the top of a
pre-existing monolayer of T. To this end, a 4 μL drop of a 0.1
mM solution (isopropanol/1-phenyloctane, 1:99, v/v) was
deposited on top of a monolayer of T previously formed by
applying a 4 μL drop of a 0.1 mM solution of T in 1-
phenyloctane on the HOPG surface. The recorded STM image
of the monolayer is shown in Figure 6a.

According to our previous observations,20b,35 the combina-
tion of the neutral tectons T or T−Ni bearing pyridyl and
terpyridyl binding poles with CoCl2 should lead to the
formation of 1D directional coordination networks on the
graphite surface. The STM height image in Figure 6a exhibits a
crystalline monolayer consisting of ordered 1D coordination
networks laterally interacting via van der Waals forces (for unit
cell parameters, see Table 1). The STM image in Figure 6b
exhibits bright spots regularly spaced, which can be ascribed to
both the pyridyl−Co(II)−terpyridyl coordination nodes and
the porphyrin rings located on the surface. Such a bright

contrast is further supported by the energetic proximity of the
filled singly occupied FMOs located on the [CoCl2(terpy)(py)]
with d(Co)p(Cl) character and the π orbitals of the porphyrin
ring as displayed in Figures S11 and S12 (see the Supporting
Information). For comparison, in Figure S10 (see the
Supporting Information) is shown an overlay of the four and
six highest α spin−orbital FMOs, which lie within an energetic
proximity as close as 0.6 and 0.45 eV for the DFT-investigated
[T(CoCl2)]n and [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n derivatives, respectively
(see section 2.2). The distance of 2.44 ± 0.1 nm between
consecutive Co(II) metallic nodes, i.e., the length of vector b of
the unit cell, matches the contour length of a single tecton T.
This confirms that 1D [T(CoCl2)]n neutral coordination
networks are formed upon bridging of consecutive neutral
tectons T by neutral CoCl2 salt. The surroundings of the
cobalt(II) cation are composed of four N atoms of a terpyridyl
unit and a pyridyl unit belonging to two consecutive tectons T.
Noteworthy, because of the limited spatial resolution in the
STM images, unambiguous determination of the directionality
in consecutive [T(CoCl2)]n rows is not possible. Nevertheless,
our previous studies20b,35 show that the 1D coordination
networks are typically formed in the anti-parallel fashion
(Figure 4b), leading thus to an apolar thermodynamically
favored pattern (Figure 6b). Both possible packing motifs, i.e.,
anti-parallel and syn-parallel, are shown in Figure S21
(Supporting Information).
The formation of a 1D directional heterobimetallic (Ni, Co)

coordination network on an HOPG surface was also
investigated upon combining the metallatecton T−Ni with
CoCl2. As in the case of in situ formation of the homometallic
[T(CoCl2)]n network, an equimolar amount of CoCl2·2H2O in
solution was deposited onto the T−Ni monolayer. The STM
study revealed an unprecedented formation of an ordered
pattern composed of heterobinuclear directional coordination
networks on the surface (Figure 6e). The pattern consists of
the 2D organization of the self-assembled 1D coordination
networks. The distance of 2.5 ± 0.1 nm between two aligned
motifs (within the same array), i.e., the length of vector b,
matches the length of a single T−Ni tecton. This observation
confirms the formation of the coordination networks [T−
Ni(CoCl2)]n on the graphite surface. In marked contrast with
the case of the [T(CoCl2)]n homometallic coordination
network for which consecutive 1D architectures are packed in
an anti-parallel fashion (Figure 6b), for the heterobimetallic 1D
network [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n, the packing, although again centric,
is different (Figure 6e). Indeed, within the 2D ordered
organization on the HOPG surface, two adjacent 1D networks
are most likely arranged in a syn-parallel manner (Figure 4c),
and the next pair is rotated by 180°, leading thus to an overall
AABB centric packing mode generating a nonpolar arrange-
ment; however an anti-parallel arrangement can also be
considered (see Figure S22 in the Supporting Information).
Furthermore, as discussed previously (see section 2.2), owing
to the nonplanarity of T−Ni tectons, the bright protrusions
observed can be ascribed to nickel-coordinated porphyrin and
not to the pyridyl−Co(II)−terpyridyl coordination nodes as in
the case of [T(CoCl2)]n. Importantly, even though the unit cell
parameters of [T(CoCl2)]n and [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n are different,
the areas of single T(CoCl2) and T−Ni(CoCl2) repetitive units
within the 1D coordination networks are equal.
Interestingly, the unit cell parameters of the self-assembled

structures of both coordination polymers prepared ex situ

Figure 6. STM images of the 2D network of [T(CoCl2)]n formed at
the 1-phenyloctane solution/HOPG interface: (a) survey height STM
image; (b) current STM image, zoom-in; (c) representative model of
the [T(CoCl2)]n network. STM images of the bimetallic network [T−
Ni(CoCl2)]n: (d) survey height STM image; (e) height STM image,
zoom-in; (f) representative model of the [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n network.
Tunneling parameters: (a) It (average tunneling current) = 25 pA, Vt
(tip bias) = −700 mV; (b) It = 25 pA, Vt = −600 mV; (d) It = 25 pA,
Vt = −700 mV; (e) It = 30 pA, Vt = −550 mV.
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perfectly match those obtained from in situ complexation (see
the Supporting Information).
2.5. Electrochemical Measurements. We have also

performed electrochemical analyses of all compounds inves-
tigated both in solution and when physisorbed on an HOPG
substrate (see section 4 of the Supporting Information for
details). Initially, we carried out the electrochemical experi-
ments in CHCl3. T displays three irreversible oxidation
processes peaking at 1.05, 1.29, and 1.65 V and two irreversible
reduction processes peaking at −0.92 and −1.26 V. The
insertion of the Ni(II) ion within the porphyrin tetraaza
macrocyclic moiety (T−Ni) leads to the formation of a new
quasi-reversible oxidation process with E1/2 = 0.57 V which can
be assigned to the oxidation of the metal center ion to give
Ni(III). Unfortunately, [T(CoCl2)]n and [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n
could not be measured in solution due to their very poor
solubility in organic solvents. To overcome this problem, we
prepared a homemade working electrode by connecting
commercial HOPG to the copper wire (see the Supporting
Information for details). This allowed evaluation of the
electronic effect of the tecton T and metallatecton T−Ni as
well as of their coordination network formed on the HOPG
surface upon addition of CoCl2 as the connecting metallic
center. Both T and T−Ni on HOPG showed different patterns
when compared to measurements performed in solution,
indicating that the surface plays an important role in the final
electronic properties of the components. In particular, T is
characterized by two sharp irreversible oxidation peaks at 1.32
and 1.20 V, while in T−Ni, such peaks are anodically shifted to
1.51 and 1.28 V, respectively, in agreement with the trend
observed in solution. Interestingly, the presence of Co(II) leads
to a shift of the oxidation processes to lower potential for both
[T(CoCl2)]n and [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n. However, while for
[T(CoCl2)]n two oxidation processes at 1.28 and 1.07 V can
still be distinguished, for [T−Ni(CoCl2)]n only a broad peak is
observed at 1.20 V.

3. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, by combining the molecular tectonics approach
at the solid/liquid interface with in situ STM nanoscale-
resolved imaging, 1D directional coordination networks
resulting from interconnection of acentric coordinating tectons
T and T−Ni based on a porphyrin backbone bearing two
differentiated coordinating poles (pyridyl and terpyridyl units)
with CoCl2 could be generated on the graphite surface.
Interestingly, whereas the combination of the metal-free tecton
T leads to the formation of a 1D directional homometallic
coordination network, the metallatecton T−Ni, obtained upon
metalation of the porphyrin core Ni(II) cation, affords an
unprecedented example of a 1D heterobimetallic directional
architecture on the HOPG surface. In both cases, the packing of
directional 1D networks leads to a centric and ordered
organization on the surface.
The ability to incorporate two distinct metallic centers

possessing different electronic and optical properties at
predefined positions paves the way toward the bottom-up
construction of robust multicomponent and , thus, multifunc-
tional molecular nanostructures and nanodevices in which the
metal centers can be addressed individually to modulate the
fundamental properties of interest, e.g., in electrochemistry,
storage, and/or spintronics.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All reagents were purchased from commercial sources and used
without further purification, except for pyrrole, NBS, AsPh3, and CuI.
The support used for chromatography was Geduran silica gel Si60
(40−63 μm) from Merck and aluminum oxide 90 standardized from
Merck. 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded at room
temperature on Bruker NMR spectrometers. UV−vis absorption
spectra performed in CH2Cl2 were collected at room temperature on a
UVIKON XL spectrometer from BIO-TEK instruments. UV−vis
absorption spectra performed in CHCl3 were recorded on a Jasco V-
670 spectrophotometer. IR spectra were recorded using a PerkinElmer
spectrometer (Spectrum Two) equipped with attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) diamond. Mass spectra (ESI-MS) were recorded
on a micro-TOF LC spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen,
Germany).

Dipyrromethane,38 5,15-dipentylporphyrin 1,24 ethynylpyridine 3,25

and ethynylterpyridine 511f were synthesized according to the
described procedure (see the Supporting Information).

4.1. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy. STM measurements were
performed using a Veeco scanning tunneling microscope (Multimode
Nanoscope III, Veeco) at the interface between an HOPG substrate
and a supernatant solution, thereby mapping a maximum area of 1 × 1
μm. The solution of molecules was applied to the basal plane of the
surface. For STM measurements, the substrates were glued to a
magnetic disk and an electric contact was made with silver paint
(Aldrich Chemicals). The STM tips were mechanically cut from a Pt/
Ir wire (90:10, diameter 0.25 mm). The raw STM data were processed
through the application of background flattening, and the drift was
corrected using the underlying graphite lattice as a reference. The
lattice was visualized by lowering the bias voltage to 20 mV and raising
the current to 65 pA. T and T−Ni were dissolved in CHCl3 and
diluted with 1-phenyloctane to give 0.1 mM solutions. STM imaging
was carried out in constant-height mode without turning off the
feedback loop to avoid tip crashes. CoCl2·2H2O was solubilized in
isopropanol (i-PrOH) at a concentration (c) of 10 mM and further
diluted with 1-phenyloctane to give a concentration of 0.1 mM.
Monolayer pattern formation was achieved by applying 4 μL of a
solution onto a freshly cleaved HOPG surface. The STM images were
recorded at room temperature once a negligible thermal drift was
achieved. All of the molecular models were minimized with MMFF
and processed with QuteMol visualization software (http://qutemol.
sourceforge.net).

4.2. Computational Details. Ground-state (S0) geometries were
optimized without symmetry constraints by means of DFT employing
either the restricted or the unrestricted formalism of the exchange-
correlation hybrid functional (U)B3LYP.39 The standard valence
double-ζ polarized basis set 6-31G(d,p)40 was used for C, H, N, and
Cl. For Co and Ni, the LANL2DZ effective core potential (ECP) was
employed along with the corresponding basis set. Optimization of the
model cobalt complex [CoCl2(terpy)py)], where terpy is 2,2′:6′,2″-
terpyridine and py is pyridine, was performed at its ground state at
both doublet and quartet electronic configurations to obtain the
corresponding minimum-energy configuration, while for derivatives
[TMe(CoCl2)] and [TMe−Ni(CoCl2)] single-point calculations were
performed starting from the corresponding DFT-optimized geometries
of both the [CoCl2(terpy)py)] complex and porphyrinic moieties. The
geometrical parameters of all the computed molecules are reported as
Cartesian coordinates embedded into an XYZ file in the Supporting
Information; thus, that they can be easily manipulated with molecular
visualization program packages (e.g., Mercury). To simulate the
absorption electronic spectrum, for compounds TMe and TMe−Ni the
lowest 10 singlet-manifold (S0 → Sn, n = 1−10) excitations were
computed in vacuum on the optimized geometry with Cs symmetry at
the S0 state by means of TD-DFT at the same level of accuracy as the
ground state. The computed vertical transitions are described in terms
of one-electron excitations involving MOs of the corresponding S0
geometry. All the calculations were performed with the Gaussian09
program package.41
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